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About...
Expanding from Lumichrom’s roots in visual marketing, PMD 
has developed a series of totally unique décor, fine art and 
display applications for the creative professional. Each 
printed medium gives you a completely unique texture and 
feel that reflect changing trends in design, function and 
recyclability. 

Whether you are looking for the sleek style like Plexi; the 
industrial retro look of Aluminum; the rustic, natural 
feel of Wood; or the soft, elegant and classic look of  
Fabric; at PMD we are always creating something new for 
you to explore.

In this pricing booklet, you will find descriptions of many 
available products we offer. A price list for each of the 
coinciding products, sizes available, finishing options and a 
production schedule.

For information on ordering and file submission, please refer 
to the back of the book where detailed instructions have 
been included.
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WoodPrint
With soft colours, earthy wood grain, superb print clarity and a 
natural appearance, Woodprints add a rustic yet modern feel that 
will captivate your viewers attention when placed in any room. Your 
image is printed directly to the surface of Yellow Birch fusing your 
image with the natural texture of the wood grain. This unique look 
will flawlessly compliment your work of art, and the space in which 
it’s displayed.

AlumiPrint 
Imagine your art or photography being displayed on a luminous 
background of brushed aluminum. The highlights of your image 
shine through to catch a viewer’s eye, drawing them in. 
Alumiprints do just that. Your image is captured by the strength and 
industrial qualities of the substrate, the artwork is printed directly to 
brushed aluminum, up to a size of 4’ x 8’. With this unique and 
versatile method, you can construct images with incredible 
visual harmony in any space.

PlexiPrint
With lustrous colour and precise detail, plexiprints leave viewers rapt 
by your image. Sleek and contemporary, plexprints showcase your 
photo with a dimensionality that is unavailable through other printing 
processes. Your photo is directly printed to the surface of 4.5 mm 
plexi, bonding the graphic and material permanently. Fantastic 
for home decor, galleries and museums. Plexiprints are also an 
exceptional choice for commercial applications with their luminescent 
colours.
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PhotoPrint
Paper is very unique and there are hundreds of different kinds. 
Glossy, matte, thin, thick, textured and many more. Paper can be 
framed, mounted and even plaked. Each type of paper gives a 
unique look to any space. Fine Art Prints honour the traditional 
style of any artist by reproducing your original images with superior 
quality and clarity, at affordable prices. Place in any space for a 
newsworthy decor topic.

CanvasPrint
Canvas Prints are especially versatile to suit any space. With dazzling 
detailed colours, your image is digitally printed directly onto high 
quality canvas using pigmented archival inks which are water, fade 
and scratch resistant. Your canvas is finished with a protective coating 
and then stretched by hand over a Canadian made, kiln dried frame 
that won’t sag or warp. Choose from a Pixel wrap or gallery wrap, 
make a triptych and quad to add dimension, or have a 4’ x 4’ canvas 
for a large space. Canvas Prints let your imagination run.

FabricPrint - Acoustic Panels
Our Fabric Print polyester material gives your image an elegant 
and reflection free surface. It is then stretched and wrapped on a 
wooden frame. Within our 1 1/2” deep frame core, we add 1” of sound 
absorbing acoustic material to turn it into an Acoustic Panel. These 
acoustic image panels lower sound levels and improve sound quality 
by absorbing sound waves that causes echoes and reverberation in a 
room.
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Fabric Tac
Photos, pop art or graphics now can be placed almost anywhere; 
then removed and reused, as desired. This adhesive fabric media 
works great for photo and wall art posters, home murals, wall or 
window signage, dorm photos or even full wall coverings. It can be 
put onto any flat surface, reposition or reapplied without tearing, 
wrinkling, stretching; and never leaves any residue. Installation is 
simple. Clean your wall, remove the backing and gently press your 
print into position. It is that easy!

Edge Light 
Edge Light Backlits are ideal to create a luminous image with a thin, 
crystal clear edge lit 8mm frame. Your image is easily changed for 
versatility and variety. A great NEW and totally modern media for 
backlighting photos for commercial and home decor. Ready to hang 
with wall or table standoffs, in landscape or portrait orientation.

Ridged Media Prints
Ideal print solution for photo, décor or graphic reproductions on 
a variety of rigid materials up to 2” thick. We can print your files 
directly to foam board, sintra, gator, styrene, glass, metal and more . 
Laminations or finishes can be applied for scratch resistance, textures 
or applications for outdoor use. We can also digitally cut any shape, 
drill or create a custom finished edge.
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NEW
Mixed Media Prints:

Looking for a truly unique piece? Our newest addition to PMD is Mixed Media Prints which 
combines layered mediums into one distinct and truly “one of a kind” piece of art. Your options 
are endless and only limited by your imagination. Specializing in custom sizes and shapes, our 
team will work with you to turn your image into a show stopping creation that is sure to make a 
statement in any commercial or residential project.

How to Order:
Mixed Media Print orders will need to be placed by contacting Jesse Roberts by email: jroberts@
photomediadecor.com or by phone: 519-648-2234. You can also stop by our showroom at 2057 
Victoria Street North in Breslau and we would be happy to help you with your order. 

WoodPrint with custom cut and 
layered 3mm aluminum panel

Enter by Mark Essner

AlumiPrint with custom cut and layered diagonal plexi panels
By Sandrasview

WoodPrint with layered 4.5mm Plexi strips
Photo by Jonathon Bowman

WoodPrint with layered 4.5mm Plexi Strip
By Catherine Mombourquette



PMD Offers Sound Advice with Decorative Flair
PMD, specialists in creative visual solutions, have added an exciting new product line: Acoustic 
PhotoMurals. These customizable fabric acoustic panels are designed to improve sound quality in a 
wide variety of spaces.

The light-weight panels are designed to absorb sounds and minimize reverberation. They can be 
mounted on walls, pillars, or ceilings; or hung from ceilings providing a convenient and cost effective 
means of reducing noise. Because the fabric can be printed with any digitized image, these panels can 
be tailored to enhance any decor.

Borealis Bar and Grill owner, Bob Desautels, is thrilled with the results. “I was very pleased by the 
difference the panels made,” he said. “Customers have noticed the improved ambience. The panels 
look fabulous and they allowed us to solve the issue without having to build or renovate anything.”

Environmental 
Graphics
Valuable wall space 
allows function and 
appearance to be 
acoustically integrated 

Acoustic Murals
Borealis Bar &Grill improves their sound quality with 
imagination and creative decor

Hanging Panels
Acoustic printed 
noise reduction 
panels offer 
choices in 
design and 
personalization

Botanical Gardens
Display ceiling panels with large 
flower graphics to enhance beauty 
and reduce noise



Easy Edge
Easy  Edge Grips have a satin aluminum finish and create a tight 
grip on material without drilling holes. It has a 1”d round cap and 
extends 1” flush from the wall. Adjustable, holding  material up to 
1/2” thick, they are a stylish and functional alternative for mounting 
rigid applications.

Stand Offs  
Stand Offs consist of caps and barrels in a variety of finishes and 
sizes. They are designed  to hold signs, architectural panels, glass 
panels, banners, photographs, artwork and other materials at a 
preset distance from the material surface upon which they are 
mounted. Contact our staff to go over your stand off applications.

Cable and Rod Hardware System
Our Wire and Rod suspension system is light-weight and can 
expand a variety of distances. It is designed to suspend, grip and 
mount materials from any fixed or angled surface, such as shelf 
units, graphic panels, glass panels, banners, photographs, artwork, 
architectural panels and a multitude of other applications. Contact 
our staff to go over your display requirements.
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Creative Spaces
Graphic walls and floors help compliment your 
design and visual message.

Cable & Standoffs
A mix of cable and stand offs highlights a 
creative modern office décor. 

Cable Art
Cables can be suspended anywhere in a 
room to stage your visual space.

Sales Centre
Printed plexi panels with stand offs were 
incorporated into the curved counter. The plexi 
logo and brushed aluminum dimensional let-
ters completes the modern feel and look of the 
sales centre.



Backlite
Images and graphics become more dramatic 
and luminous when backlit, increasing the 
visual attention.

Corporate Communications
With a cable system, images can be easily 
changed to update your message 

Recognition Wall
Plexi Prints, cable systems and brushed 
aluminum letters provide a visually creative 
modern look.

Mixed Media
Static and digital signage in multi formats can work 
together to provide inter activity and visual impact. 



HOW TO SUBMIT YOUR FILES:

To ensure the highest quality, we ask that all electronic files submitted are at least 100 dpi and are saved in one of the 
following formats (.psd, .tif, .jpeg, or PDF). If you require assistance on file submission and image resolution, please 
call 519-648-2234 ext. 222 and we will be happy to help.

Please choose one of the following options:
EMAIL:
Please attach the digital file to your email message and send your order details to:
jroberts@photomediadecor.com  OR  cs@photomediadecor.com

WEBSITE:
Orders can be placed on our website: www.pmdprint.com
Our website offers great tools to help you when placing your order; as well as giving you a history of your 
previous jobs allowing for simple and fast reprints all form the comfort of your own home or office.

IN PERSON:
Drop off a CD, USB, a photo to scan or a Hard Drive to our location at 2057 Victoria St. N., Breslau, ON  N0B 1M0.

Custom Orders:
For customer orders we suggest visiting our showroom in person so we can go over the details of your project and 
show you the many custom options we have to offer. If you are unable to visit us in person, orders can be placed by 
contacting Jesse Roberts by phone: (519) 648-2234 or email: jroberts@photomediadecor.com

DIGITAL PHOTO ENHANCEMENTS
This service includes colour adjusting and enhancement (Full 
colour transformed to Black & White or Sepia tones) cropping 
and image restoration. Pricing will vary depending on project.

If you are interested, email or contact us by phone.

Black and White Sepia
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